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Today’s schedule  

Bridge  Team Event 
Team Double – Final and Play Off 
10:30 - 12:50 1/3 Segment 1 
14:20 - 16:40 2/3 Segment 2 
17:10 - 19:30 3/3 Segment 3                                                                
17:00 Elementary School visit venue 
and Bridge competitions  
19.50 Awarding Ceremony 

Chess  
Rapid Event  
14:00 - 19:00 Rounds 4-7                                                                    
15:00 Elementary School visit venue 
and Chess competitions (to be con-
firmed) 
19:20 Awarding Ceremony 

Draughts   
Standard Event (10 x 10) Round 3: 
9:30 - 14:30 Main Round 
15:00 - 17:00 Barrages 
Demonstration Checkers: 8x8 boards 

Go 
Individual Men & Individual Women: 
9:30 - 12:30 Round 5 
15:00 - 18:00 Round 6 (Semi Final) 

Xiangqi  
Men Individual: 
14:00-18:00 Round 4 
Women Individual: 
14:00-18:00 Round 3    

Weather in 

Beijing, today 

 
 

-1°C 

Interview with the Bridge ambassador Sjoert Brink  

Sjoert is this year’s Bridge ambassador at SportAccord World Mind 
Games. He comes from The Netherlands. Some of his achievements 
include: 2012 No. 6 World Bridge Games Open Teams, No. 2 Europe-
an Open Team Championships-2, No. 1 Bermuda Bowl-1, No. 16 
World Knockout Teams Open, No. 6 Mixed Swiss Teams . 

What does the role of the ambassador for Bridge mean to you? 

I want to promote the mind games and the whole package they bring 

with. Yesterday,  as part of the Social, Cultural and Educational  

Programme, I was at a middle school here in Beijing. There I played 

Bridge with the kids. It was so impressive that in that small school 

everyone could play Bridge! It’s amazing what they do here in China 

with training the mind. If you start early with that you will be amazed 

by the results as you grow older. Here they do a really a nice job 

about that. 

Follow on social media! 

www.facebook.com/worldmindgames 

Twitter @worldmindgames 

www.youtube.com/mindgameschannel  

Story continues on next page 



Why are you passionate about Bridge? 

For me Bridge is about being really smart and the technique of the play. Bridge is not like all mind 

games because in Bridge there’s also some luck involved, depending on the cards you get. In 

Bridge it is about both, the technique and the cards. So everyone can win; it is not like in other 

mind games where if you are better you win all the time. That’s what I like. 

Bridge is also a team event.   

Yes, in Bridge we have individual, pair and team events. Team is the most important one  

and  most events in Bridge are with the whole team. I’m from The Netherlands and representing 

the team makes me feel additionally good because you know that the whole country is behind 

you,  supporting you. 

What are your expectations for SportAccord World Mind Games? 

I was almost sure that I would win this event because last year I played the team event and we 

won quite easily. However, this year it’s more difficult; we are now third and it will be very  

difficult to get to the final. So now I’m a bit disappointed but we have also other events so I hope 

we can win there. 

What is your impression of this event? 

SportAccord World Mind Games gives me the chance to be with other mind sports players and it 

makes us one big family. I met Chess, Draughts, Go and Xiangqi players. It’s very nice that  

everyone of them knows exactly what it means to play all day with the mind. Normally in other 

sports, such as football or basketball, no one can imagine what it is like to play for 6-7 days with 

your mind. For the mind sports it is one of the most beautiful tournaments in the world.  

Introduction of  the winner of  the Bridge online tournament  
Leo  Lasota travelled to SportAccord World Mind Games from the United States.   

 

How did you end up playing in the online tournament? 

I am a frequent user of the Bridge Base Online gaming 
platform. I saw the SportAccord World Mind Games 
online tournament there and decided to participate.   
I am glad I won and can be here. 

So how long have you been playing Bridge?  

I have been passionate about Bridge since a very young 
age. With the years, I could work on improving my game.  

What are you main accomplishments in Bridge? 

My accomplishments include: the 2002 Fast Open Pairs 
national championship and representing the USA in the 
2000 University Cup in Maastricht, The Netherlands.   
In recent years, I have played Bridge primarily online 
through Bridge Base Online.   
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Beijing Bridge News 

There was no shortage of excitement as the qualifying stages of the Men's and Women's Team 

tournaments reached a conclusion on day 2 of the Beijing 2012 Sportaccord World Mind Games. 

In the Men's event, China cruised into the gold medal round, but as the last round unfolded the 

USA and the Netherlands continually swapped places as they attempted to join our hosts in the 

final. Although the Americans played well in their last match against China they could not match 

the runaway win that the Dutchmen achieved against dispirited Sweden and it is the reigning 

Bermuda Bowl champions who will meet China in today's final. 

In the Women's event France dominated the days play. With China failing to make an impact the 

battle for the second spot in the final lay between the USA and Great Britain. At one point Great 

Britain closed to within .20 of a Victory Point, but they could not gain any further ground and the 

American's gradually pulled away to secure their spot in the gold medal round. 

The star play of the day came in the match between the USA and China when Joel Wooldridge 
brought home a difficult Four Hearts.  



XIANGQI  
There was no game for the women on day 3. The eight men players carried on the 3rd round of the 
round robin tournament. 

The international GM LEI Kam Fun of Macao, challenged the new China Individual Champion 
WANG Tian Yi, GM of China. Unlike most players, IGM LEI played aggressively with his black piec-
es. He gave up one horse early in the game and tried to launch his fight back. It might work with 
some other ordinary opponents, but his plan was disrupted by the new China GM WANG. WANG 
had ascertained his leading over the rank. LEI fell to place 7 of the rank. 

On the next table, while another leading GM NGUYEN Hoang Lam of Vietnam had drawn to Singa-
pore’s GM NG Jun Ming, he fell to the place 2 of the rank. Both players progressed carefully and 
conservatively ending the ‘lee cannon (shun pao)’ game with a draw. NG temporarily ranked 
place 5. 

CHAN Chun Kit GM of Hong Kong, China had enjoyed his first victory in the tournament. He beat 
XUE Zhong of Germany in the ‘center cannon vs ping feng ma’ game and accumulated 3 points. 
CHAN ranked place 3 together with XUE. 

GU Yi Qing of Canada upset CHAN Fa Zuo with a very beautiful victory, leaving CHAN at the bot-
tom of the rank. GU climbed to place 6 of the rank. 

Go: Aggression rebuffed 
With medals now coming within reach, the competition in round 4 of the men's and women's indi-
vidual events took on a decidedly aggressive character. The final knockout games in both sec-
tions ended in spectacular resignations.  

 

Story continues on next page 



Story continues on next page 

In the women's section the Chinese veteran Rui Naiwei, not known for mercy on the go board, 
surrounded and seemed on the verge of killing a large white group, only to have her Chinese  
opponent Li He compress some of the surrounding stones into a clump that could not be saved.  

In the men's section, China's Chen Yaoye launched an attack on a large white group with equally 
deadly intent, only to have Korea's 'Viper' Choi Chulhan turn the tables and capture most of the 
attacking black stones in a ko fight. In the men's repechage, a third attacked white group also 
saved itself with disastrous consequences for black, forcing China's Jiang Weijie to resign and 
propelling Korea's Kang Dongyoon into round 5. Li and Choi now get to rest in rounds 5 and 6 
while Rui, Chen, Kang, and five more players from Korea, Chinese Taipei, and Russia play for the 
challenger's positions in the two gold medal matches. 

Draughts: Magical win for Moscow Maestro 
 

In the second round of the qualifying tournaments, Alexander Schwarzman from Moscow again 
achieved excellence in the rapid tie-breaks with a forcing against  Anatoli Gantwarg from 
Belarus. A forcing in draughts is a move with which one can impose his will upon the opponent 
without directly using the rule that taking a piece is compulsory. 

In the board position, the Maestro from Moscow had just played 38. 30-24 and in doing so 
forced Gantwarg to take a small combination leading to a losing endgame: 38...18-22 39. 29x9 
20x40 40. 9x20 and eleven moves later, Gantwarg had to accept the inevitable defeat which he 
was forced into. Basically, Schwarzmans king in this endgame proved to be much more 
powerful than the king of Gantwarg, a fact that of course had been recognized and planned for 
by Schwarzman. 

Gantwarg had indeed correctly seen that the alternative gambit variant that Schwarzman had 
in mind for him would have brought a quicker but also an even more painful loss. Still glowing 
from his glorious victory, Schwarzman with his guards down directly after the game jokingly 
commented: ,,As I am stronger I felt it was unfair to keep the position equal and would have 
liked to have offered a piece to Gantwarg.” Take that, grandmaster Gantwarg... 

So what made 38. 30-24 a forcing and what tragedy would have been put upon Gantwarg if he 
would have played 38. 20-25? Let's start by explaining that 38... 20-25 was Gantwargs only 
other choice. If he would have played another move, Schwarzman would have taken 
Gantwargs piece on 24 and between grandmasters – especially if they are like Schwarzman 
and Gantwarg former World Champions - the loss of one piece ceteris paribus means 'game 
over'. 

 



So: 38... 20-25. And now a second forcing move: 39. 39-33! Schwarzman with this move would 
have threatened to play 40. 24-19 13x24 41.29x9 which would have left nothing but Belarusian 
ruins. The only move to prevent the execution of 40.24-19 would have been 39... 14-19 (forced 
upon Gantwarg by Schwarzman). And now the Moscow Maestro had planned to play the truly 
magical 40. 24-20! Schwarzman is just giving away a piece (and obviously for another reason 
than to keep it fair between him and his grandmaster colleague)! 40...25x14. Taking, and also 
taking back is compulsory in draughts. And now Schwarzman would have played the silent 
climax 41. 33-28 and suddenly, with a piece more, Gantwargs position would have been at the 
mercy of the gods and Scharzman obviously wasn't feeling particularly mercyful.  

Whatever Gantwarg on the next move would have decided to do, Schwarzman would have 
played 28-22 (making use of the majority capture rule in draughts) and there really would not 
have been anything Gantwarg could have done about it. After 18x38, white goes through the 
black formations and a winning coronation of a white king. Game Over. 

This kind of situations almost make forget that other duels are being fought as well. However 
also in the other games of the second qualifications round a lot of exciting action could be 
witnessed. After two of the three qualifying games with the men and only one game to go, no 
grandmaster is sure yet of qualification for the winners final, although Alexander Schwarzman 
(Russia) and Vadim Virny (Germany) in their groups do have excellent chances to be among the 
winners. In the two women groups, Olga Fedorovich from Belarus is the only player who 
managed to beat both her opponents in the regular game and is an important candidate for the 
final match for the first two places.  

As usual, all games can be followed live as well as being played back in the live archive on the 
internet. The Draughts live pages can be accessed through the live menu on 
www.worldmindgames.net  

Solution to yesterday’s 
Draughts puzzle: 

18-12! 8x17 2. 31-27 26-31  
3. 37x26 and black to play can 
not make a move and 
therefore loses the game. 



Results from 14 December 



























Results are provided by   

 

 

 

All results are available at: http://www.worldmindgames.net/en/results-schedule  

Solution of yesterday’sDraughts puzzle: 18-12! 8x17 2. 31-27 26-31 3. 37x26 and black to play 
can not make a move and therefore loses the game. 
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